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INTRODUCTION
This Downtown Revitalization Plan presents a multi‐faceted program for rejuvenating downtown
Donnelly, Idaho, by identifying physical improvements, organizational efforts, marketing strategies and
potential funding sources. The vision of the plan is to establish downtown Donnelly as a vibrant and
accessible retail center that serves area residents and entices visitors to stop.
Public input shaped the plan through business and customer questionnaires, surveys mailed to city
water and sewer users, information booths at local events, exhibits displayed at the Chamber of
Commerce office, City Hall, and by a series of seven monthly public meetings.
The plan is intended to serve as a long‐range working document for guiding local downtown
revitalization efforts that mutually benefit of the City, property owners, business operators, residents
and visitors. The plan also provides the planning and data needed to seek funding for streetscape
improvements from the Community Development Block Grant program, administered by the Idaho
Department of Commerce, and from the Transportation Enhancement grant program, should it be
reinstated by the Idaho Transportation Department.

DONNELLY AND ITS DOWNTOWN
Location
The City of Donnelly is located in the West Central Mountains of Idaho along the Payette River National
Scenic Byway (State Highway 55). Donnelly, latitude 44.731 N and longitude 116.08 W, is sited centrally
between its nearest neighboring incorporated communities, Cascade and McCall, 16 miles and 11 miles
away respectively, and in upper Long Valley, a high mountain valley approximately 40 miles long and 15
miles wide.
History
The early history of Donnelly dates back to when the Nez
Perce, Bannock and Shoshone Indians returned annually to
summer lodging sites in the area. Fur trappers and gold
miners were the first white people to venture into Long
Valley, and by the mid 1880s, the valley’s fertile soil
attracted farmers and ranchers who established the first
homesteads. Long Valley was only accessible then by horse‐
drawn wagons or on foot. Six‐horse teams hauled supplies
from Boise, Idaho, a distance of about 100 miles. Traveling
mountain roads was slow, often taking a week, and at
times impassible during winter. Having the need to reliably
obtain supplies and food, the small community of
Roseberry was established which was centrally located
between McCall and Cascade, Idaho.

Historic photo of Donnelly railroad corridor
with depot and water tower courtesy of Long
Valley Preservation Society and Kay and
David Coski.

By the early 1900s, Roseberry became the largest community in Long Valley. Roseberry held a
promising future as the community anticipated the arrival of the Idaho Northern Railroad. But, in 1913,
the railroad bypassed the town entirely, placing the tracks one and one‐half miles west on its way to
McCall.
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The Donnelly railroad depot, with regularly scheduled train service, became a center of activity in Long
Valley. As the commercial district of Roseberry waned, several of Roseberry’s buildings were relocated
west to Donnelly using horses and a steam‐powered tractor. The City of Donnelly, named after a
prominent railroad man, was incorporated in 1914, platted from the railroad grounds east as a three by
two block community (see Figure 1). By 1916, Donnelly had a population of 200; the community’s most
populated to date. Over the years, Donnelly continued as a community even though the railroad
eventually abandoned the route.
Perhaps the most significant impact to Donnelly in recent history occurred when Tamarack Resort, the
first four‐season resort built in the United States in more than 20 years, opened on West Mountain, just
seven miles from Donnelly, in 2004, featuring a chalet‐style village, hotel, golf course, and an extensive
network of trails. With the resort opening came a sharp increase of recreational tourists, second home
owners and supporting workers. Area development reached an historic pace. Although Tamarack is
currently undergoing financing and ownership restructuring and area development has slowed due to
the recent national economic downturn, the resort continues to be an economic anchor and key
recreational asset for the Donnelly area.

Figure 1: Townsite of Donnelly plat map ‐ 1914
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Recreational opportunities
The Donnelly area offers countless world‐class recreational opportunities.
In addition to nearby Tamarack Resort which offers everything from skiing
to golf to zip lines, Brundage mountain, just north of McCall (less than 25
miles from Donnelly) offers skiing, hiking, and mountain biking
opportunities. Nearby Lake Cascade, Payette Lake and the Payette River
provide fishing, swimming, rafting and water sports opportunities.
Snowmobile, Nordic skiing and hiking trails are numerous in Long Valley,
and the Frank Church River of No Return Wilderness Area, the largest
designated wilderness in the lower 48 states, is easily accessible for hunting
and back‐country adventure.
Signage on Main Street shows

Key cultural assets
proximity to Lake Cascade
The unique cultural aspects of a community, its history, arts and
Recreation Area.
humanities, can be a catalyst for attracting visitors and businesses.
Travelers are increasingly interested in visiting destinations that can provide unique educational and
entertainment opportunities. Business owners often consider these “quality of life” elements when
seeking to relocate or establish a business. Although Donnelly does not yet have an organized historical
or arts commission to develop and promote its cultural assets, a wealth of cultural opportunities exist in
the area and fostering and visibly celebrating these aspects will attractor visitors and promote business.
Some examples of cultural assets in and near Donnelly include:
•

•

•

•

Finnish traditions ‐ Long Valley has one of the largest Finnish settlements in the United States.
The traditions and celebrations of these early homesteaders are still a part of the life of the
area. The beautiful and historic Finn Church is located approximately 6 miles north of Donnelly
on Farm to Market Road. A Finnish candlelight ceremony and celebration is held there each
Christmas Eve.
Roseberry – The original town site of Roseberry is approximately one mile east of Donnelly at
the crossroads of East Roseberry and Farm to Market roads. The Long Valley Preservation
Society and the Eld family continue to work diligently to restore the town site to its early 1900s
vibrancy. Visitors can now enjoy the goodies and unique items of the restored General Store,
the exhibits of the Long Valley Museum (a restored relocated building that was once the McCall
City Hall), an early 1900s era church, a Finnish log cabin, and more. Most recently, an historic
barn has been relocated to Roseberry that, once fully restored, will become a performing arts
and events center and will be home to the McCall Music Festival, an annual event that draws
large crowds to the Donnelly area.
Local musicians – A number of local musicians live in and around Donnelly. Often heard jamming
on a Saturday night in the back of a downtown business and occasionally performing in area
venues, these artists could be recruited to help provide a more regular entertainment schedule
in downtown Donnelly.
Silvertip Hat Company – In the large windowed store front of his Main Street business, hatter
Randy Priest can be seen hand making custom beaver and rabbit felt hats. From fancy fedoras
to cowboy hats with his signature Jughandle Pinch crease, Priest builds, forms and creases hats
much in the same way as has been done since the West was first explored by those collecting
beaver pelts to supply the European hat industry. The uniqueness of this business and craft
could be highlighted to encourage more visitors to downtown Donnelly.
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Unique flora & fauna
The Donnelly area is home to a wide variety of animal and plant life (see the City
of Donnelly 2002 Comprehensive Plan for a complete list). Sightings of elk, deer
and fox are common while other species are more elusive. For example, Dr. Leon
R. Powers’ book Dead Owls Flying documents that Long Valley, especially near
Donnelly, is home to a dwindling number of the rare Great Gray Owl, Strix
nebulosa. Often nesting at the top of a coniferous tree snag, the most distinctive
aspect of this majestic predator is its size; adults have a wingspan of nearly 5
feet. This and the many other area birds can inspire visits by bird watchers if
habitat is properly preserved and bird watching opportunities developed and
promoted.
Great Gray Owl as pictured
Donnelly, within its downtown core, has several large mature
coniferous trees, most on private property. These trees provide
shade, interest, and a valuable aesthetic benefit to the town that
many communities cannot achieve. Policies should be adopted
to protect these trees and ensure that they remain a part of
Donnelly’s downtown appearance.

at www.owlpages.com

Scenic qualities
Breathtaking views of tall mountains can be experienced from
within downtown Donnelly. For example, when approaching
Large conifers located on State
Donnelly from Tamarack resort on West Roseberry Road, the
Street in downtown Donnelly.
Needles Mountains are clearly visible to the east. Looking west
down Roseberry Road, a view of West Mountain and No Business Mountain is framed by bordering
trees. Other views of Jughandle Mountain to the east and mountains framing Payette Lake to the north
can be glimpsed from the central business district. Efforts should be made to preserve these views by
carefully considering view sheds as new building placement and height decisions are made by the city.
Study area
The primary focus of this plan is Donnelly’s Central Business District, an area of approximately six blocks
flanking the east and west sides of Main Street / State Highway 55 (see Figure 2) from Roseberry Road
north to Old Street. Although geographically small, the study area is large compared to the size of the
community. Development density within the study area is very
low. Almost all buildings are one story in height and several
vacant lots exist in the downtown core. There are almost an
equal number of commercial and residential buildings, despite
the study area’s designation as commercially zoned.
Commercial buildings have historically developed in a linear
pattern along the north‐south axis of the railroad and the state
highway. The lure of tourist traffic along Highway 55 has
encouraged most businesses in Donnelly to stay along the
traditional center of the central business district, Main Street /
State Highway 55, although in recent years, commercial
Building recently relocated to State Street in
development has also emerged along West Roseberry Road,
Donnelly and hoped to become the new
the primary access route to Tamarack resort.
Donnelly Community Library.
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Donnelly City Hall, located on Halferty Street, and the U.S. Post Office, centrally located on Main Street,
are anchor tenants in the central business district, drawing area residents to downtown on a regular
basis.
The Donnelly Community Library, now housed in a small back room in a Main Street business, is
expected to move into its new home in a building recently relocated from McCall to East State Street in
summer 2009 (pictured on previous page). Once established, the library has the potential to become
another anchor tenant in downtown Donnelly.

Figure 2: Zoning map from City of Donnelly Comprehensive Plan shows the Central Business District in
orange, Donnelly’s Downtown Revitalization Plan study area (circled in red).
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Challenges in downtown
Surveys of business operators and downtown consumers and the
Donnelly Downtown Planning Team identified several challenges
and local conditions that they feel need to be addressed in order
to revitalize downtown:
• Accumulation of junk and lack of cleanliness and upkeep of
business and residential properties
• Unsafe pedestrian environment without sidewalks and
clearly marked crosswalks
Abandoned vehicles on private
• Speeding traffic on Main Street / Highway 55
property in downtown Donnelly.
• Lack of incentives and attractiveness to encourage visitors
and area residents to stop and shop in downtown
• Dust from unpaved residential streets
• Lack of signs to direct people to businesses, parking and amenities
• Perception that the costs of local goods and services are prohibitively expensive
• Planned commercial development within city’s area of impact that may draw customers away from
downtown business
• Seasonal nature of a primarily tourism‐based economy makes business stability difficult
• A very small pool of citizens and volunteers to serve as elected leaders, to champion improvement
projects and oversee city management
Project objectives
The City of Donnelly and the Donnelly Gem Team initially tasked the
consulting team of Sage Community Resources and Planmakers Planning
and Urban Design to develop a plan for construction of physical
streetscape improvements in downtown Donnelly. However, research
and experience demonstrates that physical improvements alone will not
be able to bring the desired improvement to the downtown business
climate, although they are an important aspect. So, in addition to defining
desired streetscape enhancements, the planning team has worked to
define a broader, more comprehensive plan for downtown
revitalization that includes streetscape improvements as well as
suggestions for green space, parking, pedestrian amenities, and
cooperative economic development strategies essential to downtown’s
success.

John Bertram of Planmakers
and Doug Brooks of Brooks
Design Group strategize
streetscape elements.

Planning process / public input
As is common in very small rural communities, Donnelly has had a handful of community volunteers that
have worked diligently for years on various community efforts but now express fatigue, frustration and
burnout. To help broaden the volunteer base and involvement of area residents and business owners in
revitalization efforts, the planning process was designed to be as inclusive as possible and encourage
public involvement at every step.
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Sage Community Resources facilitated a series of seven public
planning meetings, held monthly April through October, 2008,
with local elected officials, business operators, property
owners, residents and supporters of downtown Donnelly. This
group, recognized by City resolution as the Donnelly Downtown
Planning Team, was tasked to advise the City Council by
prioritizing measures to effectuate the goal of revitalization.
The planning meetings were open to the public and announced
in accordance with the City’s citizen participation plan by
posting fliers at City Hall, Community Center, Post Office,
several Main Street businesses, via Chamber email list, and
hand delivery with a personal invite. The attendance at these
public meetings ranged from 14 to 23, an impressive level of
involvement from a community of Donnelly’s size.

Residents and visitors review Donnelly
streetscape design options on exhibit at
the Roseberry Arts & Crafts Festival,
July 2008.

Additionally, this revitalization plan was informed by members of the public through:
• Surveys of Donnelly business owners and downtown consumers (see Conditions in the Study Area
section, page 10)
• Comment forms and streetscape design options displayed over a course of eight weeks at local
events, Chamber of Commerce visitor center storefront, city hall, and Donnelly Community Center.
• Youth from the local 4H group participated by photographing
and documenting the existing downtown streetscape and
building conditions.
• Area newspapers, The Star News and The Long Valley
Advocate, featured articles about Donnelly’s downtown
planning process and streetscape design options.
• The final proposed streetscape design and light fixture
options were direct‐mailed to all Donnelly property owners
with an invitation to provide written comments in response.
The Donnelly Downtown Planning Team held its final public
meeting October 29, 2008, after successfully creating and
prioritizing strategies to improve the pedestrian safety,
attractiveness and business climate in downtown Donnelly.
These actions are presented in the Implementation section of
this plan (page 31).

Donnelly downtown design options on
exhibit in the front window of the
Chamber of Commerce, Main Street,
Donnelly, July‐August, 2008.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Economically, Valley County and the City of Donnelly are currently experiencing challenges not unlike
those felt when the railroad abandoned its route through Donnelly in the mid 1900s or when the last
area saw mill closed in 2001. Since then, the area has experienced a boom‐then‐bust economic climate
of rapid growth and very low unemployment sparked by the building of infrastructure, real estate and
amenities at Tamarack Resort during 2004‐2007. When recent financial challenges halted Tamarack’s
development and coincided with the national and global economic down turn, growth in the area halted
and unemployment has soared to highs not seen in fifteen or more years. The tourism industry, the
county’s largest employment sector, has also slowed sharply as Americans have less disposable income
and are opting to “staycation” at home rather than travel for leisure.
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Although Donnelly businesses are currently struggling with 2008‐09 sales down sharply, most business
owners and residents are cautiously optimistic about the community’s economic future. Most believe
that Tamarack is too much of an asset to stall for an extended period of time and are hopeful that the
national economic climate will improve.
The Tamarack effect
A report that provides details about the economic effect of Tamarack from 2004‐2007 was presented by
John Church, a Boise State University consultant, in 2008. The report shares the optimistic outlook
about Tamarack Resort’s future benefits and recognizes that, although significantly reduced from the
fevered development of a few years ago, Tamarack continues to provide a full menu of recreational
opportunities and contributes positively to the economic climate of Valley County by providing jobs and
luring visitors. The report says Tamarack lessened its contribution to business activity in 2008, but that
it would still directly contribute to Idaho’s economy $15 million in personal income and support nearly
220 jobs (down from nearly $71 million in personal income and 580 Idaho jobs in 2007).
The study assumes that a refinancing of the resort will occur, as will completion of the remaining
needed infrastructure. By 2015, the study estimates that the resort and its independent operators will
directly create 1270 jobs and 720 jobs indirectly. 1
Population
Idaho remained one of the nation’s fastest growing states in 2008, but the current recession has slowed
that growth dramatically. In late December, 2008, the U.S. Census Bureau estimated Idaho’s population
grew 1.85 percent between mid‐2007 and mid‐2008, the slowest growth rate for Idaho since 2002 in the
aftermath of the last national recession.
At the 2000 census, Donnelly’s population was recorded to be 138 and was estimated to approach 150
by 2008. Since the height of Donnelly’s population of 200 during the railroad boom of the early 1900s,
Donnelly’s population has fluctuated yet has not exceeded 200. While area growth has increased the
population of Valley County, very little residential development has occurred within the Donnelly city
limits. For example, between 1980 and 2000, Donnelly experienced a population loss of 5% while,
during the same time period, population within Valley County grew 32%. 2
Population within the City of Donnelly is expected to increase sharply in coming years as the city
annexes developments planned contiguous to existing city limits. For example, The Glen development
recently approved for 166 acres at the north end of Donnelly is planned, at build out, to include up to
970 dwelling units. This single development will likely increase the City’s household number from 55
(2000 census) to 1025 and Donnelly will, for the first time, exceed its early 1900s population height of
200.
Employment
The unemployment rate in Valley County has risen sharply as the current national recession, challenges
at Tamarack, and the near halt of area real estate development affected the business, particularly the
1

Gallagher, Dan “Economist says Tamarack revival would bolster local, state economies,” The Long Valley
Advocate, volume 24, no. 5, Wednesday, December 17, 2008.
2
Community Profile, City of Donnelly, Idaho Department of Commerce. Accessed January 21, 2009 at
www.idahoworks.com.
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construction industry which had been driving much of the job creation in 2004‐2006. These factors were
subsequently felt in other industries. For example, Valley County’s financial sector lost a total of 23 jobs
in 2007, a year that the county’s unemployment rate averaged 3.5%. By 2008, the county’s
unemployment rate had nearly doubled to an average of 6.6%, most of this increase occurring during
the last quarter of the year. The month of December, 2008, the unemployment rate for Valley County
averaged 11.6% (seasonally adjusted). Statewide, the economic slowdown cost Idaho 18,000 jobs in
2008. 3

This graph from the Idaho Department of Labor shows the sharp
increase in Valley County unemployment from 2007 to 2008.

Leisure and hospitality is the county’s largest industry, employing 26% of the civilian labor force in 2007
and reflecting the area’s economic reliance on tourism. Government employed 23% of the work force
that year, perhaps a bit higher than usual due to the personnel needed to fight numerous summer
wildfires in the extensive nearby public lands. Trade, utilities and transportation (16%) and construction
(15%) round out the county’s 2007 top employing industries. 4
All of the businesses in Donnelly are small and most depend on visiting customers. The community’s
largest employer, Vigilante’s Restaurant, had 11 full time employees (FTE) in 2007 but has recently had
to reduce staff to less than 8 FTE as business has slowed.
Personal incomes
Housing and Urban Development, which restricts the eligibly of the majority of its grant programs
administered through the Idaho Department of Commerce (i.e. Community Development Block Grant
Program) to communities with a percentage of low‐and‐moderate income individuals of 51% or higher,
calculates that Donnelly’s percentage of low‐and‐moderate income individuals (based on the 2000
census) is 54.25%. 5
Real estate
The pace of real estate sales has slowed to a crawl compared to the sprint of a few years ago. The
Multiple Listing Service of the Mountain Central Board of Realtors reports that home sales in the
Donnelly area (which includes Tamarack Resort) were down 35% in 2008 and lot sales were down 78% in
the same time period. 6 Also, while fewer building permits were issued in 2008 in Valley County than any
time since 1998, the number of building permits issued in Donnelly was up one from 2007 to a total of
12 in 2008. 7
3

Valley County Workforce Trends December 2008, Idaho Department of Labor. www.lmi.idaho.gov.
Research & Analysis and Public Affairs, Idaho Department of Labor, 2008
5
Idaho Department of Commerce, www.idahoworks.com.
6
The Star News, “Real estate sales continue their free fall,” issue date: January 22, 2009
7
The Star News, “Valley County building permits hit 10‐year low,” issue date: January 22, 2009.
4
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CONDITIONS IN THE STUDY AREA
Students from the local 4H program, business owners, and downtown customers helped to define the
existing conditions of the study area and opportunities for improvement through on‐site observation,
written survey responses and public meetings. Overall, the data gathered reflects that the study area
lacks basic infrastructure necessary for safe pedestrian movement and that clean up of buildings and
lots is needed to make downtown more attractive for visitors and shoppers. The availability of goods
and services, specifically groceries and banking, was noted as a primary reason most Donnelly area
consumers shop elsewhere, yet the community has a reputation for friendly and attentive customer
service.
Community survey
The City of Donnelly issued a survey to city residents via direct mail in late 2007. The survey provides
insight on several aspects that inform the current condition of Donnelly and its downtown. These
include:
• On a scale of 1‐10 (one being “poor” and ten being “excellent”) most respondents (38%), when
asked to rate the quality of life in Donnelly, chose a mediocre 5 with 52% noting that the
community’s quality of life has gotten worse in the last three years.
• Increased traffic and noise and rising housing costs due to rapid growth were cited as primary
contributors to decrease in their “quality of life.”
• The community streets, junk, litter and old buildings were listed by respondents as things they
would NOT want to show a Donnelly visitor.
• When asked what type of business community members would like to see added to Donnelly, a
grocery store was the most frequent response (85.7%).
• When asked if they would like Donnelly to be improved to attract more tourists, 87% of
respondents answered “yes.”
• Street lighting was most often rated as “poor” by respondents when asked to evaluate
community infrastructure and services and was the top suggestion for community
improvement.
• Community members were asked to define how they would spend $10,000, if they had it to
allocate to community services. Streets (26%), beautification (14%), and sidewalks and pathways
(11%) were among the top priorities.
Business survey
In an effort to better understand Donnelly’s business operating climate and downtown improvement
needs, a survey of business owners and operators was conducted by Sage Community Resources in
summer of 2008. The surveys were
distributed by direct mail and hand
Other
Salon/Spa
delivery by Donnelly Downtown
11%
7%
Retail
Planning Team members. At the time
39%
of the survey, 28 businesses were
registered with the City of Donnelly.
Construction/
Twenty eight (28) businesses
Household
14%
returned written response to the
survey. While this appears to be a
100% response rate, six of the
Food/Restaurant
Real Estate/Property
respondents operated businesses
11%
Management
18%

Figure 3: Donnelly business by type.
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within the Donnelly city limit but were not, according to the city record, registered with the city.
Therefore, we will extrapolate that 34 businesses were operating in Donnelly at the time of the survey
and 28 responded – a response rate of 82%.
The complete findings of Donnelly’s business survey can be found in the appendix of this report but this
summary provides the major findings:
100%

•

Thirty‐nine percent (39%) of the
80%
respondents operate retail
businesses, 18% are real estate or
property management
60%
companies, 14% are in the
Down
Same
construction industry, and 11%
Up
40%
are food service businesses or
restaurants. The remaining 18%
include a variety of salons, spas,
20%
propane fuel providers, shipping
companies, insurance firms and
0%
consultants.
2005
2006
2007
2008
Approximately two‐thirds (61%)
Figure 4: Annual sales pace as indicated by business
of the businesses own their own
survey respondents.
building.
The average length Donnelly businesses have been operating is 8.3 years, ranging from one to
thirty two years. Fifty‐five percent (55%) of the businesses have been open less than five years,
with most having been established during the Tamarack‐influenced growth of 2004‐2007.

•
•

30

What do you think could be done to improve downtown Donnelly?
Very Important

Somewhat Important

Not Important

25

20

15

10

-15

Figure 5: Graph indicating what business owners think could be done to improve downtown.
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•

•
•

The 28 responding businesses reported having a total of 98 employees (including the business
owner – 62 full time and 36 part‐time). Of these, 13 were reported to be seasonal jobs. The
effect of the continuing economic downturn on these employment numbers is still to be
determined, but it is expected that the number of jobs in Donnelly has reduced significantly.
As early as 2007, Donnelly businesses were experiencing slowing sales and businesses
anticipated a continued reduction of sales in 2008 (see Figure 4).
Business survey respondents noted that improving pedestrian access (78%) and improving the
attractiveness of buildings (78%) were very important to downtown revitalization. Other top
needs included improving parking, increasing the variety of available goods, and recruiting of
new businesses (see Figure 5).

Consumer survey results
Ninety‐four (94) Donnelly consumers, those residents and visitors that shop in downtown Donnelly,
made their opinions known in a survey issued in June and July, 2008, by the Donnelly Downtown
Planning Team. Surveys were distributed at businesses in the Donnelly Central Business District, with
several offering an incentive (i.e. a cup of coffee) to encourage survey participation. Surveys were also
distributed at the Donnelly Chamber’s annual Flower Sale.
A summary of the consumer survey results is offered below. The complete findings are compiled in the
appendix to this plan.
• Of the survey respondents, 31% live in Donnelly, 42% live elsewhere in Valley County, and 27%
were visitors. Fifty‐six percent (56%) of the respondents that live in the Donnelly area have done
so for five years or less, further illustrating the influx of population into the area during the
height of the Tamarack and real estate boom.
• When asked about their overall shopping experience in Donnelly, consumers noted customer
service as “good” or “excellent” (90.4%) while the attractiveness of downtown and its buildings
was most often rated as “fair” or “poor” (69%).
• Eighty‐five percent (85%) of those that completed the survey do most of their shopping in towns
other than Donnelly with 57% of them driving elsewhere specifically for groceries. Providing a
grocery store was the number one suggestion given as a way to encourage people to shop in
downtown Donnelly. Other leading suggestions included sidewalks, landscaping and providing
more outdoor events (see Figure 6, below).
• Most consumers reach downtown Donnelly by motor vehicle (78%) but, once there, the
majority of Donnelly consumers walk from business to business (67%).
• When asked to rate their first impression of downtown Donnelly, most consumer survey
respondents rated it as “fair” or “poor” (60%).
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customers think is
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Theme
No identified community design theme exists at this time although the desire to establish a theme was
expressed frequently in surveys and community conversations. Communities, however, should strive to
be authentic in their display of history and development of themes. Instead of creating a singularly
“western” or “railroad” look to the community as was suggested by survey respondents, it is
recommended that Donnelly aesthetically treat the community like a quilt, a patchwork of interesting
aspects that educate and celebrate the many contributions to the community history and design, but
that, together, create an attractive appearance and rich facets of interest.
Historic buildings
Donnelly is fortunate to still have a number of historic buildings in and near its
downtown core (see Figure 9). For example, several beautiful homestead‐era
log homes are still occupied near the intersection of Main and Roseberry
Streets, the Flight of Fancy building at the corner of Main and State Streets
was once an early 1900s era church, and a beautiful red historic school
building, currently vacant, sits just off of Main Street at the north edge of
town.
The Long Valley Farm Service building, once an agricultural storage facility,
and a granary (pictured at right) still sit on the now‐abandoned railroad
corridor. The Farm Service building is well maintained but the granary is in
significant disrepair, may pose a safety hazard, and will need to be restored
or removed soon or risk collapse. The granary is privately owned and is
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Granary building
located along historic
rail corridor.

currently being used for storage of personal property. The City of
Donnelly, in partnership with the Fire Department and the Idaho
Heritage Trust, should work with the property owner to have the
building assessed for its historic value. If the building is of historical
significance and restorable, the property owner should be
approached and asked to contribute the building to a public or
nonprofit entity such as the City or local preservation society that
may be able to secure grants to support the building renovation.
The building could become an excellent visitor’s center, Chamber of
Historic First State Bank building.
Photo courtesy of the Long Valley
Commerce headquarters, or small historical museum. If the building
Preservation Society.
is determined to be beyond restoration or of little or no historic
significance, then condemnation proceedings may need to be taken
to eliminate the building as a safety concern. However, if the
building is slated for demolition, then the City, in partnership with the Long Valley Preservation Society,
should consider salvaging the granary equipment and machinery still within the building. These pieces
could then be used for a railroad historical interpretation display somewhere in the vicinity.
One of the original buildings moved from Roseberry to Donnelly in 1914 is the First State Bank building
that still sits at the corner of Main and Jordan Streets. The building is privately owned by out‐of‐state
investors and now serves as a commercial / retail space. The current owners seem sensitive to the
building’s historic nature and have made efforts to maintain the building. However, the City should take
proactive efforts to protect this and the other historic structures within downtown by adopting historic
preservation policies and, perhaps, establishing an historic or cultural commission to help educate the
community and visitors about the community history and these buildings through interpretive displays,
plaques or signs at the building sites, and, perhaps, self‐guided walking tours.
Slum and Blight inventory
As described in the Idaho Department of Commerce’s application materials
for the Community Development Block Grant program, Slum and Blight or
redevelopment areas are “geographic areas which contain a substantial
number of deteriorating buildings or two or more deteriorated public
facilities.” These areas “inhibit community growth and are considered to be
an economic and social liability and may even be a health hazard.” In
August, 2008, with guidance from Sage Community Resources, youth from
the local 4H conducted an inventory of the existing conditions of buildings
and streetscapes within the Donnelly study area to determine if the
conditions within the study area fit the definition of slum and blight. The
youth photographed each building and property within the study area,
determined the condition of the property to be well‐maintained, unsightly
or dilapidated, and noted locations of existing streetlights and condition of
the area’s pedestrian accessibility infrastructure. Full documentation of
the inventory, with notes and photos for each property, is on file at the City
of Donnelly. The findings are summarized below and provided in
spreadsheet form in the Appendix of this report.

Krystal Yates, Sarai Yates, Tori
Yates and Hugh Willey were
part of the 4H group that
helped conduct the Slum &
Blight inventory for the
Donnelly planning process.

Significant pedestrian safety and access deficiencies were found to exist. Most notably, Donnelly lacks
sidewalks along all but a few feet of its streets and what sidewalk does exist is cracking, crumbling and
unsafe. Donnelly is also challenged by the lack of capacity remaining in the municipal water system, its
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noncompliance with current Department of Environmental Quality standards,
and lack of power redundancy and storage capacity needed for adequate fire
suppression. Without upgrades to the water system, the City cannot facilitate
new business or residential development within the downtown core. These two
factors alone inhibit community growth and are economic, health and safety
liabilities and, therefore, fit the definition for a redevelopment area. This may
qualify the City of Donnelly to seek funding for needed improvements through
the Community Development Block Grant Program for Slum and Blight
Abatement through the Idaho Department of Commerce.
Slum & Blight inventory results summary
Buildings
Forty‐three (43) buildings currently stand within Donnelly’s Central Business
District. 22 are commercial or mixed‐used buildings, 21 are residential
homes or mobile homes. Of these, 27 (18 commercial; 9 residential) were
determined to be well‐maintained, and 16 (4 commercial; 12 residential)
were determined to be unsightly, most needing repainting and/or clean‐up.
None of the buildings within the study area were classified as dilapidated.

One of the few existing
sections of sidewalk in
Donnelly is cracked and
crumbling.

Lots
Donnelly has a considerable amount of open lot space within the downtown core that could
accommodate in‐fill development, parking, and/or green space. While conducting the inventory, the 4H
youth noted the condition of open lot areas, often cataloging large open areas as a single lot when, if
referenced by ownership, are actually several adjacent properties or individual vacant “lots” (see
Redevelopment Area – Parcel inventory map, Figure 7). The 4H youth inventoried 12 large vacant lot
areas within the study area. Of these, 10 were noted as “unsightly” needing clean up and/or basic
landscaping (i.e. mowing), one containing a large group of Aspen and Birch trees was considered “well‐
maintained,” and one open lot area is “dilapidated.” This “dilapidated” lot is on Main Street next to the
vacant “Rustica” building and is actually three parcels, two owned privately and a small back corner
owned by the City. Partially remaining and crumbling concrete foundation and floor from a building that
burned down decades ago contributes to its dilapidated status. A service station was once operating at
this location, so the lot is likely a Brownfield and should be evaluated by the DEQ to indentify needed
clean up measures.
Parking
It was difficult to assess the number of existing parking spaces within Donnelly’s downtown as no
parking signage or striping exists to guide parking patterns. Parking is usually left up to the creativity of
the motorist. For example, currently vehicles nose‐in in front of businesses along Main Street. Those
spaces are often considered by business owners to be off‐street parking when, if the width of the right‐
of‐way of Main Street/Highway 55 and allowable vehicle access is considered, there is physically not
enough room to maintain these parking spaces as they are and the need for these vehicles to back out
onto a state highway is unsafe and not permitted. Other businesses use vacant lots behind or near their
businesses for parking. These lots all lack pavement and striping. No signage exists to guide visitors to
these parking areas and several of the lots currently used for parking are for sale or the owners have
expressed interest in selling those lots for development.
So, in order to reach a rough assessment of the current parking availability in downtown Donnelly, the
4H youth were asked to estimate the number of off‐street parking spaces based upon a guideline that
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an average parking space is approximately 9 feet by 20 feet
(Federal Highway Administration’s Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devises, accessible online at
http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/HTM/2003r1/part3/fig3b‐
18_longdesc.htm provides information about width and length
guidelines for parking spaces). The 4H youth calculated that
there are currently 183 off‐street parking spaces within the
study area. This calculation includes approximately 34 spaces
along Main Street / Highway 55 that will be converted from
pull‐in to on‐street parallel parking once Idaho Transportation
Department’s road improvement project scheduled for
summer 2009 (see page 23 for details) and Phase I streetscape
Lack of sidewalk and nose‐in parking
improvements (see page 24) articulated in this plan are
of vehicles along Main Street create
complete. In the standard 300 by 300‐foot blocks, on‐street
pedestrian hazards.
parking spaces, if they were properly striped, would average
13 per side, 52 per block, for a total of 234, depending on the
number of alleyway, driveway, and vehicle accesses. On‐street parking will increase to approximately
280 once Phase II of this plan (see page 26) that will provide sidewalks and diagonal parking along West
State Street is complete.
Overall, the downtown area has an adequate supply of parking spaces but several causes give the
opposite impression. Parking areas are poorly identified, lacks signage, and most are unimproved lots
without paving or striping which does not give downtown users and
visitors an impression of availability.
Pedestrian and ADA/504 accessibility
Pedestrian accessibility is a primary concern for Donnelly. Only 346
feet of sidewalk exist in Donnelly’s Central Business District and, of
that, 290 feet are cracking, crumbling and unsafe without adequate
curb or gutter (see Figure 8). Donnelly pedestrians now must walk
along the edges of streets, including busy Highway 55, and in front
of and behind parked cars, without the safety benefit of sidewalk.
Because no sidewalks exist, parked vehicles often force
pedestrians to walk behind the vehicles in the roadway. ADA/504
accessible ramping is needed at every intersection in Donnelly.
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Ice pools at crosswalks in downtown
Donnelly without sidewalk, curb or
gutter creating an unsafe pedestrian
environment

Figure 7: Redevelopment Area Parcel Inventory
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Figure 8: Occupancy and pedestrian infrastructure map.
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Lighting
Four streetlights attached to power poles currently provide illumination along Donnelly’s Main Street.
These lights are all located on the west side of Highway 55 and, therefore, fail to provide adequate
illumination for pedestrian safety along both sides of the street. Additional street lighting is located at a
handful of side street corners within the study area.
Streets
Main Street and Roseberry Road are the only streets within the study area that are paved. All others are
unpaved. The road base of these unpaved streets has been recently upgraded as part of the City’s Storm
Water Drainage Project (see Recent Infrastructure Projects section below) in preparation for eventual
paving. A grant submitted by the City of Donnelly to the Local Highway Technical Assistance Council to
provide funding support to pave the majority of the side streets within the downtown core is currently
pending. Meanwhile, the unpaved streets continue to hinder accessibility by residents and visitors with
mobility challenges and vehicles generate particulate matter in summer months.
Other infrastructure needs
Water system
The City of Donnelly has a water system that is nearly at capacity. At last
report from the City of Donnelly, one EDU (equivalent dwelling unit) of
capacity remained, severely limiting the City’s ability to encourage business
or residential development within the Central Business District. A second
well, larger storage tank, backflow system, and replacement of a section of
distribution line along State Street are needed to bring the City’s water
system into compliance with DEQ’s latest standards, and to provide system
capacity needed to encourage infill development within the study area.
More information about the City of Donnelly’s water system needs is
available in the City’s 2006 Water Master Plan developed by Holladay
Engineering and on file at the City of Donnelly.

City of Donnelly’s existing
water storage tank located
downtown just off of Main
Street.

Fire suppression
The City’s water system also lacks an emergency standby generator. During power outages, the current
system cannot supply water, thereby limiting ability to provide fire protection.
Recent infrastructure improvements
The City of Donnelly has been proactive in addressing infrastructure planning
and construction needs. The City has current water and transportation plans
and has made recent progress toward completing community improvements.
Storm water drainage project
A $2.2 million project to mitigate flooding from storm and snow run‐off that
historically flooded areas of downtown Donnelly annually was completed in
2009. The project included construction of cut‐off drainage to the north of
town and drainage ditches throughout the downtown core. Lower‐than‐
budgeted construction costs for the project also allowed the City to
complete other improvements including replacement of several antiquated
water pipes and addition of solid road base on Donnelly’s side street. The
compacted road base is a key first step needed for eventual paving of the
streets.
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Road base replacement
was part of storm water
drainage project
construction, summer
2008.

Rest area / kiosk
A rest area and interpretive kiosk is being developed just south of
downtown to provide visitor amenities and information about local
businesses, history and recreational opportunities. A two‐stalled
restroom was delivered and installed in July, 2008. The project, led by
the Donnelly Gem Team in partnership with the Payette River National
Scenic Byway and the City of Donnelly, is expected to be complete in
summer 2009.
Planned future development
New restroom being placed
Several developments have been proposed for construction in the
into position near Donnelly
Donnelly area. Four are proposed within or contiguous to the
tennis courts, summer 2008.
existing City limits. These include:
• The Glen: A 166 acre development located on one contiguous parcel of land along Highway 55
just north of Old Street that, at build out, is expected to include up to 970 residential dwelling
units, a hotel, approximately 80,000 square feet of retail and commercial space. This
development is currently being considered for annexation into the city and will include
expansion of the Central Business District.
• Main Street Plaza: A development planned within the study area on the east side of Main Street
just south of Old Street that will include commercial space, 8 townhomes and 12 condominiums.
• West Mountain Resort Village: A five‐phase proposed development along West Roseberry Road
that, at build out, would include 33 single‐family lots, 180 timeshares, 76 town homes, a
restaurant, a bank, a three‐acre park to be donated to the City of Donnelly, and a recreation
center with indoor pool. 8
• Buffalo Basin: A 13 acre development just south of Donnelly along Highway 55 that is planned to
include a hotel with up to 90 rooms, 80 residential condominium units, and 5 commercial pads. 9
The recent economic downturn may temporarily delay these and other nearby developments or alter
their phasing, but they, nonetheless, will eventually significantly impact Donnelly by greatly increasing
the number of area residential and commercial spaces. The increased area population and commercial
availability could benefit downtown Donnelly by increasing the variety of available goods and services
and number of potential customers within a close market area. However, if improvements and
cooperative promotion for Donnelly’s existing downtown are not aggressively pursued, the commercial
developments outside of the downtown core could become detractors to downtown revitalization,
siphoning potential customers and increasing downtown building vacancies.

REVITALIZATION PLAN
Informed by extensive public input, strategies for revitalization of Donnelly’s downtown have been
indentified and prioritized. These strategies represent a comprehensive and multi‐faced approach to
rejuvenate the downtown business climate by increasing pedestrian access and safety, improving
cleanliness and appearance, developing public gathering spaces, and marketing local businesses and
products. The Donnelly Streetscape Plan (Figure 9) illustrates locations of streetscape improvements for
Main Street between Roseberry Road and State Streets and for West State Street. The illustration also
indicates suggested areas for parks, green spaces, and parking areas. The City and private property
8
9

The Star News, “Economy forces Donnelly project to change gears,” issue date: January 8, 2009
Valley County Planning and Zoning
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owners are encouraged to work together to refine use and development of these spaces. Action steps
for implementation of the elements described below are detailed in the Implementation section of this
plan (see page 41).
Streetscape enhancements
Donnelly’s central retailing area requires more pedestrian appeal. An attractive city center streetscape
program that pedestrians can safely navigate assures downtown Donnelly its place as a prime
commercial destination and helps to induce shopper traffic. The sidewalk area, or streetscape, can be
improved to play a major role in the strengthening Donnelly’s appeal. An overall singular identity can be
established by utilizing consistent paving materials, streetlights, trees, unique street furniture, and
public art.
Streetscape prototype
New sidewalk construction throughout most of the downtown is recommended to ensure good
pedestrian movement, improve walking safety, and provide an attractive entrance to businesses.
Sidewalks should allow pedestrians to walk along comfortably, pass each other easily when necessary,
and allow for easy access to the adjacent land use. Donnelly sidewalk would be 10 feet wide and scored
with two‐by two‐foot square patterns. The planting/furnishing strip would include street trees with tree
grates and tree guards, as well as light standards (see Figure 10).
Street trees should be Chanticleer Pear or other small‐diameter deep rooting variety with vertical
growth. Trees and their leaves or debris will need to be maintained by the City to ensure proper growth
that does not impede the roadway.
Street light fixtures must meet October 2005 AASHTO Roadway Design and IES/ANSI RP‐8 Guidelines.
The fixture chosen (see Figure 10) meets these guidelines and has been reviewed and approved by the
Idaho Transportation Department for use along Main Street / State Highway 55.
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Figure 9
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Figure 10: Sidewalk
prototype, selected
light fixture and street
tree with grate and
guard.
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Main Street
The first priority for streetscape improvements is the two central downtown
blocks of Main Street / State Highway 55 between Roseberry Road and State
Street. This will give visitors a sense of arrival in downtown Donnelly and
enhance pedestrian access to Donnelly’s primary business center. The 80‐
foot right of way of Main Street will accommodate two travel lanes, a center
turn lane (see next paragraph), parallel parking, and sidewalks 10‐feet wide
(see Figure 11 and Figure 12). A handful of buildings along Main Street
encroach slightly into the right of way so sidewalk widths may be slightly
narrowed at those locations to accommodate.
ITD Highway 55 Road Improvement Project – 2009: The Idaho
Main Street (shown above) will
Transportation Department (ITD) is scheduled to construct improvements
be widened to include a center
to Highway 55 (Main Street) through Donnelly in the summer of 2009 as
turn lane during ITD’s 2009
part of a larger highway improvement project that will replace road base
road improvement project.
and create a center turn lane through Donnelly. Main Street
improvements constructed by ITD also are anticipated to include curb, gutter, sidewalk, and drainage
between Roseberry Street and Jordan Street.

Figure 11: Main Street
streetscape plan showing
scored concrete sidewalks
and locations of street
trees and street lights.
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Phase I Streetscape Improvements: To complement and extend improvements made as part of ITD’s
project (above), the City of Donnelly would like to construct sidewalks with landscaping and illumination
on Main Street between Jordan Street and State Street to encourage pedestrian access throughout
downtown Donnelly. This project will also require constructing curb, gutter, sidewalk, and drainage
improvements. Depending on the project phasing, construction may necessitate removing portions of
the Main Street improvements constructed by ITD in 2009. For example, the drainage improvements
will likely require excavation through the new roadway and installation of trees and lights will require
removing portions of the existing sidewalk between Roseberry and Jordan Streets that are scheduled for
construction in 2009. See the appendix of this plan for additional information. This Downtown
Revitalization Plan includes cost estimates to construct sidewalk, landscaping, and illumination
improvements on Main Street between Jordan and State Streets (see Figure 13). The City of Donnelly
should use these cost estimates to evaluate potential funding programs, not for funding applications.
The City should have an engineer update the cost estimates to use for funding applications. Updated
cost estimates will assure that the City will apply for improvements to satisfy their current needs as well
as reflect updated unit prices, which have varied significantly over recent construction seasons.

Figure 12: Main Street cross section showing widths of travel lanes, parallel parking,
gutters and sidewalk.
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City of Donnelly Sidewalk and Landscaping Improvements ‐ Phase I
(sidewalks on Main Street between Jordan and State Streets, streetlights and street trees Roseberry to State)

Project Cost Estimate
Prepared by: Horrocks Engineers
Date: January 16, 2009
Item

Unit

Unit Price

Total Price

LS
LS
FT
SY
CY
FT
SY
EACH
FT
FT
FT
FT
FT
FT
EACH
SF
TON
SY

Estimated
Quantity
1
1
1019
51
134
101
11
8
508
63
725
725
725
725
4
840
270
804

Mobilization
Traffic Control
Sawcut Asphalt Pavement
Removal of Asphalt Concrete
Excavation
Sawcut Concrete
Demo of concrete sidewalk
Catch Basin
18 inch Storm Drain Pipe
8 inch Strom Drain Pipe
4 inch Underdrain Pipe
Conduit for Electrical (1" pipe)
Conduit for Irrigation (3" Pipe)
Curb and Gutter
Urban Approaches
Concrete for Approaches (6" Thickness)
Base (6" Thickness)
10' Concrete Sidewalk w/ Pattern (4"
Thickness)
Resurface Asphalt Concrete (0.4' Thick)
ADA Ped Ramps
Grading (5' Width)
Electrical System
Irrigation System
Excavation for Trees in Existing Concrete
Sidewalk
Tree Well
Tree Grate Frames
Street Tree
Tree Grate
Tree Guards
Streetlight Fixtures
Cobra with Pedestrian Head
Freight (For all landscape items)

$27,800
$8,000
$4
$10
$27
$5
$47
$1,000
$20
$16
$4
$2
$3
$18
$620
$1.85
$37
$35

$27,800
$8,000
$4,074
$512
$3,572
$504
$526
$8,000
$10,164
$1,008
$2,898
$1,449
$2,174
$13,251
$2,480
$1,554
$10,065
$28,151

SY
EACH
LS
LS
LS
EACH

126
4
1
1
1
6

$50
$200
$1,000
$15,000
$10,000
$200

$6,300
$800
$1,000
$15,000
$10,000
$1,200

EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
LS

11
11
11
11
11
10
6
1

$200
$113
$275
$454
$629
$4,600
$5,600
$750
Construction Subtotal
Contingency (12% of Subtotal)
Inflation (3% For 3 Years to 2012)
Estimated Construction Total

$2,200
$1,243
$3,025
$4,994
$6,919
$46,000
$33,600
$750
$259,212
$31,100
$26,900
$317,000

Estimated Total Project Cost

$31,700
$79,300
$1,500
$16,250
$446,000

Funding Administration
Engineering
Geotechnical Investigations and Testing
Franchise Utilities Relocation (CableOne)

Figure 13: Phase 1 Streetscape Improvements Cost Estimate. See Appendix for cost estimate notes.
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State Street
State Street, with its 80‐foot right of way and potential to connect with future development along the
railroad corridor, provides an opportunity for Donnelly to encourage off‐highway retail development
and create an enticing area for people to park and shop. Diagonal parking proposed on West State
Street combined with the planting/furnishing strip creates a buffer for pedestrians on the sidewalk. By
balancing space for traffic, pedestrians, and retail, these design elements make a great street and
contributes to a place where people want to be (see Figures 14 and 15). Improvement to West State
Street between Main and Front Streets was identified as a Phase II construction project. Cost estimates
for a “typical block” of improvements on State Street are provided in this Downtown Revitalization Plan
for planning purposes and evaluation of potential funding sources (Figure 16). The City of Donnelly
should complete project specific cost estimates when applying for funding to assure projects satisfy
specific project needs.
Figure 14:
State Street
streetscape
plan shows
locations of
sidewalks,
street trees,
lights and
diagonal
parking.

Figure 15: State Street prototype shows
widths of sidewalks, diagonal parking and
travel lanes.
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City of Donnelly Sidewalk and Landscaping Improvements
Sample Block
Project Cost Estimate
Prepared by: Horrocks Engineers
Project Managaer: Matt Neukom
Item
Traffic Control
Mobilization
subtotal
Sawcut Asphalt Pavement
Removal of Asphalt Concrete
Excavation
subtotal
Curb and Gutter
Catch Basin
18 inch Storm Drain Pipe
8 inch Strom Drain Pipe
4 inch Underdrain Pipe
Conduit for Electrical (1" pipe)
Conduit for Irrigation (3" Pipe)
subtotal
Urban Approaches
Concrete for Approaches (6" Thickness)
Base (6" Thickness)
10' Concrete Sidewalk w/ Pattern (4" Thickness)
Resurface Asphalt Concrete (0.4' Thick)
Striping
ADA Ped Ramps
Grading (5' Width)
Electrical System
Irrigation System
Tree Well
Tree Grate Frames
Street Tree
Tree Grate
Tree Guards
Streetlight Fixtures
Cobra with Pedestrian Head
Freight (For all landscape items)
Subtotal
Construction Subtotal
Contingency (12% of Subtotal)
Inflation (3% For 3 Years to 2012)
Estimated Construction Total
Funding Administration (10% of Construction)
Civil Engineer
Geotechnical Engineering
Franchise Utilities Relocation (CableOne)

Unit

Estimated Quantity

Unit Price

Total Price

LS
LS

1
1

$8,000
$21,000

FT
SY
CY

1019
51
134

$4
$10
$27

FT
EACH
FT
FT
FT
FT
FT

725
8
508
63
725
725
725

$18
$1,000
$20
$16
$4
$2
$3

EACH
SF
TON
SY
SY
SF
EACH
LS
LS
LS
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH
LS

4
840
270
805
126
1428
4
1
1
1
8
8
8
8
8
4
4
1

$620
$1.85
$37
$35
$50
$0.25
$200
$1,000
$8,000
$7,000
$200
$113
$275
$454
$629
$4,600
$5,600
$375

LS
LS

1
1

$23,600
$20,400

$8,000
$21,000
$29,000
$4,074
$512
$3,572
$8,157
$13,251
$8,000
$10,164
$1,008
$2,898
$1,449
$2,174
$38,944
$2,480
$1,554
$10,065
$28,175
$6,300
$357
$800
$1,000
$8,000
$7,000
$1,600
$904
$2,200
$3,632
$5,032
$18,400
$22,400
$375
$120,274
$196,375
$23,600
$20,400
$240,375

LS
LS
LS
LS

1
1
1
1

$24,000.00
$60,100.00
$1,500
$6,000

Estimated Total Project Cost

$24,000
$60,100
$1,500
$6,000
$332,000

Figure 16: Cost estimates for a sample or typical block section to be used to plan future phases of
streetscape improvements.
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Intriguing alley connections
Donnelly’s Main Street blocks consist of numerous alleys that run both east to west and north to south.
This “H” pattern of alleyways are 20 feet, 15 feet, and 10 feet in width, are unique to Donnelly and
seldom found elsewhere. These alleys offer a distinct opportunity to enhance Donnelly’s identity and
serve as a focus for connecting mixed‐use activity. Donnelly alleys should be kept public, thus
encouraging entry to parking from the alleys and to create a more pedestrian‐friendly downtown. Re‐
opening and interconnecting the maze of alleys provides the surrounding buildings with improved
access and creates intriguing areas with their own special identity.
It is recommended that the alleyways be improved with new pavement surfaces, landscaping (e.g. vine
wells along alley walls), signing, and under grounding of utilities, and mid‐block crossings. Paving
textures should be removable brick or pavers or stamped asphalt so access to underground utilities can
be gained easily. Upgrading the alleys enhances the options for downtown pedestrian movement,
parking, and allows double‐fronting of businesses, thereby attracting customers from the back as well as
through the main storefronts.
Crosswalks
Clearly defined pedestrian crossings should be located at each downtown intersection. Because of the
high traffic flow along Main Street / State Highway 55, these crossings should be delineated with paint
or tape patterns. Crossing flags, like those available to pedestrians in McCall and Ketchum, could be
used to further enhance pedestrian safety.
A mid‐block Main Street crossing is proposed between Jordan and State Streets. Although Donnelly’s
block size is relatively small, due to the nature of the businesses in this block, intersection crossings are
often not utilized. Mid‐block pedestrian crossing at this point is frequent and important enough to the
community that an unsanctioned “bootleg” painted crosswalk appears each spring. The Idaho
Transportation Department has reviewed the streetscape plans for Main Street as identified in this
Downtown Revitalization plan and have approved all aspects of the design except for the proposed mid‐
block crossing (see ITD letter in Appendix). The City will need to pursue further discussions with ITD to
seek approval for the mid‐block crosswalk before construction.
Going green
Efforts to reduce energy and resource consumption and to encourage recycling should be incorporated
into downtown revitalization efforts. These efforts can include:
• Solar electric system to provide energy for lighting and pedestrian crossings. A net‐metered
array of solar panels could become a demonstration project for the City of Donnelly that visibly
shows how alternative energy approaches can be utilized in Idaho’s small rural communities.
Possible locations for the solar array include the roof of the City’s Public Works building, the top
of the downtown water storage tank, the roof of the Depot Business Incubator building within
the rail corridor, or integrated within a band shell or other structure in a future downtown park.
Mike Medberry of Idaho Solar Power, McCall, and Idaho Power recommend installing a 2
kilowatt system as a trial program that could be expanded in the future as additional
streetscape improvements and streetlights are installed. This 2 kilowatt solar electric system
would generate 11 kilowatts of power per day that can be sold to Idaho Power at the
approximate value of 6.5 cents per kilowatt. This income would help reimburse the City of
Donnelly for the expense of electricity Donnelly consumes for streetlights and/or other
municipal functions. The expected income from a 2 kilowatt system would be about $250/year.
The lifetime of the system is expected to be more than 30 years and, once installed, requires
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little or no ongoing maintenance. The cost of the system, installed, would be approximately
$17,726. A 30% federal solar tax credit would reduce the expense to approximately $12,408 (see
appendix of this plan for details). The addition of this system in Donnelly would be feasible if
the solar array could be funded by grants for energy efficiency measures under the anticipated
federal stimulus funding or other sources.
Utilize LED lighting. By utilizing LED lights in street lights and decorations instead of high
pressure sodium lights and traditional decorations, energy efficiency can be increased by
approximately 35%. The 2 kilowatt solar system described above would provide roughly 85%
energy needed to power the sixteen (16) streetlights anticipated to be installed during Phase I of
streetscape improvements (see page 24) with LED lights.
Recycling bins at Post Office and other key downtown locations.
Landscaping that utilizes native plants and requires minimal maintenance and little or no
irrigation.

Public spaces and landscaping
Adjacent vacant lots or small un‐used spaces accompany many of the Donnelly’s buildings and
businesses along Main Street. These unused spaces are opportunities to create small gardens and
plazas to complement adjacent businesses. Potential gardens include the Flower Garden next to the old
bank, a sports garden with horseshoes and shuffleboard, rock garden, Aspen Bosque, and winter garden
(see Figure 6). Complementing the gardens would be outdoor dining plazas with distinctive character.
These could include railroad plaza, owl plaza and bakery plaza. These gardens and plazas would
contribute to visitor interest and encourage strolling through the city center.
Entryways
Donnelly lacks entryway signage to provide visitors and residents with a sense of arrival and give them
the impression that they are entering a community with a lot to offer. The “City of Helping Hands” logo,
while portraying the friendly nature of the community, is dated and offers an opportunity for a new logo
and/or motto to be developed. Area artists and graphic designers could be enlisted to help update the
City logo or a contest for a new logo and/or motto could be conducted in partnership with the local
school district then refined by a design professional. A new south entry sign could be placed at the rest
area / kiosk site. The City should partner with a land owner for placement of entryway signage at the
north end of town.
Public art
It is recommended that the City of Donnelly take a deliberate approach to integrating the arts into the
design of downtown redevelopment. The vision is to create a celebration of the arts that will bring
cultural richness and economic support to the city center. Potential sculpture could include a Horseshoe
Leaner or a Great Gray Owl. Locations for public art includes the streetscape zone of Donnelly
sidewalks, the proposed city park on the southwest corner of Main and Jordan streets, and the center of
the proposed traffic circle on the west end of State Street. Public art can also be integrated into
streetscape itself, transforming ordinary things like tree grates, fences or benches into unique functional
artworks.
Events and celebrations
Downtown Donnelly must project an image of an exciting place where things are happening. To
accomplish this downtown retailers and businesses should work together under the Donnelly Chamber
of Commerce, to aggressively promote the city center and its businesses. The Donnelly Chamber of
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Commerce currently sponsors the following events timed to
complement seasonal weather and recreational conditions.
• March: Easter Egg Hunt
• June: Plant Sale ‐ Flower Garden next to Old Bank
• July: Annual fundraiser dinner and auction ‐ live and
silent auctions
• August: Huckleberry Festival ‐ arts & crafts and food

•
•

vendors, parade, car show, chamber booth,
Visitors and residents gather downtown for
entertainment, and pancake breakfast.
the Huckleberry Festival pancake breakfast.
September: Golf Tournament ‐ tee prizes, mulligans and
awards presentation
December: Christmas in Donnelly ‐ tents, Christmas tree and lights bonfire

Other events Donnelly could develop to draw attention and
business to downtown include:
• Reinstating the July 4 fireworks and BBQ.
• Dog sled races as were held during the 1920s.
• Business after‐hours events featuring local artists,
musicians and products
Business recruitment and retention
Marketing downtown Donnelly
Huckleberry Festival parade, summer 2008.
The expected market area for Donnelly includes Valley County,
Adams County, and the Treasure Valley. The market population of the Treasure Valley is 450,000 people
and growing. The region and Idaho have been experiencing healthy economic growth, but current
indicators predict slower growth for the next two years. The majority of Valley County population is
located in scenic Long Valley. The total population of Valley County was estimated at 8,332 in 2005, but
this number swells during vacation periods when tourists and second‐home
owners come to enjoy the local ski resorts or summer recreational
opportunities. The region also supports a large number of seasonal residents
who have second or vacation homes. Focused marketing can increase
economic development as area attractions and recreational opportunities lure
visitors to the Donnelly area.
Marketing would occur through newspaper advertisements and
announcements in the Long Valley Advocate, Star News, Boise Weekly, and
Idaho Statesman. Event display posters should be placed in businesses and on
community bulletin boards throughout Valley County and Adams County.
Marketing steps include developing graphic materials such as a logo, tag line,
and theme, and updated letterhead and newsletter. Other steps include
refining and utilizing a website to connect with citizens, businesses,
Santa makes a visit during
volunteers, sponsors, and potential visitors.
Christmas in Donnelly event.
Business district signs
Signage can draw attention to the downtown area and help shoppers find off‐highway businesses (see
Figure 17, below). Distinctive, interchangeable signage listing businesses are recommended for north
and south downtown entry points. The signage should be developed through a partnership of business
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owners, the Chamber of Commerce, and the City of Donnelly. Unique street signage is also
recommended for the downtown core to help establish the downtown as a unique area and build
aesthetic interest and unity.

Figure 17: Concept
drawing for downtown
Donnelly business and
street signage.

IMPLEMENTATION
On October 29, 2008, participants in the Donnelly Downtown Planning Team reviewed project
suggestions and ideas for streetscape improvements, public spaces and landscaping, community clean‐
up, arts and history, and business recruitment and retention. Participants then worked in groups of
three to prioritize project ideas through discussion and consensus. Group results were then compared
and averaged to develop this single prioritized action plan.
Implementation of this plan will require a focused effort by community volunteers and elected leaders.
Ideally, a project coordinator would be hired to lead revitalization efforts, but this may not be feasible in
a town as small and with as limited tax‐base and resources as Donnelly. Instead, the City should form a
Downtown Revitalization Team of local volunteers to guide downtown improvement efforts and advise
the City on costs, projects, and progress. This Revitalization Team can be convened by expanding the
participation and membership of Donnelly’s Gem Team and should work in partnership with the
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Donnelly Chamber of Commerce and a city parks committee. Arts and history related projects can be
accomplished through a working sub‐committee of the Revitalization Team until a future city‐affiliated
Cultural Commission is established (see Figure 18). Because volunteer‐driven efforts are best fostered
and encouraged by first accomplishing small successes, a catalyst project has been defined as a learning
project for community volunteers.

Figure 18: A partnership‐based organizational structure for implementation of downtown
revitalization strategies
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Catalyst project – Timber History Arch
As illustrated below (Figure 18), the Timber History Arch located along Main Street is to be upgraded.
Proposed improvements include a tree ring history time line, bench, brick pavers, landscaping, and
irrigation system. This will be the first project undertaken by the Donnelly Downtown Implementation
Team.

Figure 19: Improvement plan for Timber
History Arch pocket park located on Main
Street near Post Office.
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REVITALIZATION ACTION PLAN
Goal: To improve pedestrian safety and circulation, create a more attractive downtown business
atmosphere, and encourage residents and visitors to shop in downtown Donnelly.
Objective 1: Organization
Strategy 1: Establish a new city‐affiliated organization to lead the downtown revitalization effort in
Donnelly.
Actions
A. Create a city‐recognized downtown revitalization team
B. Confirm organizational objectives
C. Recruit broad participation
D. Develop a schedule for service length and, if possible, hire part‐time staff
E. Develop a budget and cultivate funding options
Strategy 2: Over the next three years, explore the feasibility of a Business Improvement District (BID) or
Urban Renewal District (URD) to provide a permanent revitalization effort and funding source.
Actions
A. Establish BID / URD boundaries
B. Chose a tax assessment strategy and project income
C. Formalize a relationship between the BID / URD and City
Strategy 3: Establish a city‐affiliated Parks Committee to lead efforts to protect, enhance and develop
green spaces within Donnelly and its downtown.
Strategy 4: Create a city‐recognized Cultural Commission to lead efforts to develop new and enhance
existing arts, history and humanities programs.
Strategy 5: Develop a more formal connection between the Donnelly Chamber and the City to work on
business recruitment and retention efforts.
Objective 2: Streetscape
Strategy 1: Streets, sidewalk, lights and street trees along Main Street in downtown core (Phase I)
Actions:
A. Work with ITD to support and monitor planned 2009 street widening and sidewalk project
B. Phase 1: Sidewalks, lights and trees on Main Street – Jordon to State Streets (with underground
utilities) and streetlights and trees in ITD sidewalk section ‐ on Main Street between Roseberry
and Jordon
C. Install a net‐metered solar power system to offset electric power consumption and costs of
street lights and illuminated decorations
Strategy 2: city policies and planning
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Actions:
A. Work with the City to plan use of Railroad corridor 7 acres
B. Work with City and P&Z to further define design guidelines and stated “pioneer Victorian”
architectural style
C. Work with City to review and update ordinances as needed to clarify maintenance
responsibilities and guidelines for downtown parking, snow removal and upkeep of sidewalks,
streetlights and street trees
Strategy 3: Create a pedestrian‐focused streetscape to encourage business development along West
State Street (Phase II)
Actions:
A. Construct and install sidewalks, lights and trees on West State Street
Strategy 4: Future streetscape improvements
Actions:
A. Pave residential (side) streets (City grant in process)
B. Sidewalks on West Roseberry to Fire Station
D. Sidewalks on East State Street to Halferty
E. Sidewalks on East Roseberry to Elementary School
F. Sidewalks, etc. on Front Street and Corbet Lane
Objective 3: Parks and green spaces
Strategy 1: Improve existing green spaces
Actions:
A. Clean up and add improvements (i.e. pavers, bench, etc.) to Big Timber pocket park next to Post
Office.
B. Improve irrigation system for Post Office flower bed (funding allocated 2009 via City LOT funds)
C. Improve playground equipment, etc. at existing City Park near church.
Strategy 2: Create new green spaces and bike/pedestrian pathways
Actions:
A. Provide restroom and visitor’s kiosk next to tennis courts (in progress – anticipated completion
summer 2009)
B. Work with Valley County Pathways Committee to develop hiking/biking pathways through and
near town
C. Pursue with property owners development and/or improvement of green space in downtown in
this order:
a. “Aspen Bosk” on West State Street
b. New Park at SW corner of Main and Jordon Streets
c. “Flower Garden” near old bank building on Main Street
d. A skate park (somewhere near the tennis courts)
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e. “Sports Garden” next to The Donnelly Club
f. “Rock Garden” between Vigilantes and “Livery” building on Main Street
Objective 4: Clean Up and Spruce Up
Strategy 1:
1. Work with City to enforce existing codes relating to residential site clean up and up keep
(including assisting with abandoned vehicle/large garbage removal)
2. Update (and empty regularly) trash receptacles downtown and provide recycling receptacles
3. Hold a “Paint the Town” event to spruce up at least one building each year
4. Hold an annual Donnelly Clean Up Day
5. Provide free dumpster in town at least twice each year
6. Build neighborly pride by holding regular “block parties” for Donnelly residents
7. Decorate the town for Christmas
8. Decorate the town for Fourth of July
Objective 5: Arts and History
1. Create one or more “history alleyways” that have interpretive panels, info, etc. about Donnelly
history
2. Book a series of live music events in downtown Donnelly
3. Work with private property owner, City and Fire Dept. to preserve old granary building
4. Provide outdoor movies in summer months downtown
5. Create public artworks (sculpture, mural, etc.) downtown
Objective 6: Business recruitment and retention
Strategy 1: Work to recruit new businesses to downtown Donnelly
Actions:
A. Inventory vacant buildings and lots
B. Establish a business recruitment team
C. Partner with Upper Payette Economic Development to promote available locations
Strategy 2: Develop appropriate signage for downtown Donnelly and its businesses
Actions:
A. Work with City to develop appropriate signage listing local businesses not along the highway
B. Work with City to further define and educate business owners about signage guidelines
Strategy 3: Learning opportunities for business owners/operators.
Actions:
A. Create a business‐mentor program where owners of longstanding businesses are paired with
new local business owners to help cross‐promote, learn, and get to know how things are in
Donnelly
B. Hold regular business “after hours” events to highlight and extend open hours of businesses on
a scheduled regularity
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D. Sustain and grow the annual Huckleberry Festival in downtown Donnelly
E. Conduct a price comparison to demonstrate that Donnelly has competitive goods and services
then promote by creating a cooperative “shop local” marketing campaign
F. Survey training/education needs for local businesses and establish an educational workshop
series for small business owners
G. Develop a regular Farmer’s / Community Market

TIMELINE
Many of the above actions can be implemented within one to two years after the as they require
organized project management but minimal funding. The timeline for completion of the planned
streetscape improvements, however, is more difficult to anticipate as it will likely depend on the timing
and availability of grant resources such as the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) program
and/or Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) Enhancement Grant program (see page 39). The very
short construction season of Donnelly’s climate also limits the pace of project completion.
Optimistically, the upcoming federal stimulus package may make funds for streetscape and/or energy
efficiency measures more quickly available and detailed engineering and construction could occur as
soon as 2009‐2010. Conservatively, if funding is not available through the anticipated federal stimulus
program and ITD’s Enhancement Grant program continues to be unavailable, then the most likely source
of substantial funding would be through the CDBG program which, however, requires the City to address
its most critical infrastructure needs first, namely the needed water system upgrade (see page 19).
Therefore, Phase I streetscape improvements would likely be pushed to a five‐year (or more) horizon.

RESOURCES
The process of identifying available funding is an ever‐shifting landscape and requires persistent
monitoring and inquiry. Even the most established and long‐available funding sources frequently
undergo eligibility and availability changes. Given Donnelly’s small population, limited tax base and few
established businesses, to accomplish the more substantial aspects of this downtown revitalization plan
(i.e. streetscape improvements) will likely require grant funding be partnered with other sources such as
local dollars and/or development fees. At this time, the Idaho Community Development Block Grant
(ICDBG) program for Slum and Blight abatement administered by the Idaho Department of Commerce is
the most likely source for funding of downtown improvements, including sidewalk and streetscape
elements. But, these funds are best pursued in partnership with other local or grant dollars. ITD’s
anticipated road improvement project in Donnelly (see page XX) represents a significant investment into
the community and the value of that project may be utilized as matching funds for an ICDBG request to
support Phase I planned streetscape improvements if pursued in a timely fashion (typically the CDBG
program allows investments within 12 months to be counted as matching contributions but this window
of time may be extended if requested by the City).
The City of Donnelly and the Downtown Revitalization Team should utilize this downtown revitalization
plan as a foundation from which to evaluate funding opportunities as they arise and to pursue
partnerships with potential funding sources. A list of possible funding opportunities is provided below.
Funding opportunities
Federal stimulus package: The federal administration is anticipated to enact an economic stimulus effort
in February, 2009, that will likely provide additional funding for infrastructure, economic development
and energy efficiency projects. It is unknown at this time how those funds will be allocated, but the City
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of Donnelly in developing this revitalization plan is poised to take advantage of funds as they are made
available.
City Local Option Tax funding: The City of Donnelly has a local option tax in place (1% sales) from which
the leadership has wisely begun saving for streetscape and downtown improvements. Although this
does not represent a substantial source of funds, it does demonstrate critical investment by the City and
can be utilized to leverage other funding.
Business Improvement District: A business improvement district (BID) is a public‐private partnership in
which businesses in a defined area elect to pay an additional tax in order to fund improvements to the
district's public realm and trading environment. BIDs are often a geographically defined district in which
commercial property owners vote to impose a self‐tax. To enact a BID, a simple majority (50 percent
plus 1) of affected property owners holding at least 75 percent of the assessed property value of the
area must vote affirmatively. Funds are then collected by the taxing authority and provided to a board of
directors elected by the property owners. BIDs require legislative authorization by the government in
which it resides, in order to be established. BIDs typically provide services such as street and sidewalk
maintenance, public safety officers, park and open space maintenance, marketing, capital
improvements, and various development projects. For more information, visit
http://www3.state.id.us/cgi‐bin/newidst?sctid=500260001.K.
Urban Renewal District: The basic idea behind urban renewal is that urban renewal taxes fund
revitalization efforts. Urban renewal taxes are generated by the increase in total assessed values within
a defined urban renewal district from the time the district is first established. The governing body, acting
on the recommendation of a community‐based advisory committee, creates an urban renewal district
with specific boundaries and identifies improvements to be funded within the district. Bonds may then
be issued to fund improvements. As property values increase in the district, the increase in taxes is used
to pay off the bonds. When the bonds are paid off the entire valuation is returned to the general
property tax rolls. Visit http://www3.state.id.us/cgi‐bin/newidst?sctid=500290004.K for details.
Local Improvement District: A Local Improvement District (LID) is a specific geographical district formed
by a group of property owners working together to bring needed capital improvements such as
sidewalks, streetlights, street pavement or water or sewer lines. An LID is a financing method available
to property owners for design and construction of those improvements. The City undertakes all aspects
of design, financing and construction of improvements and sells bonds to provide cash for the project.
Property owners within the benefit LID repay the money through special assessments, usually over 15 to
20 years. The City of Donnelly currently has an LID in place to provide funding for the recently
completed storm water drainage project. Construction cost savings of that project, however, may make
the LID unnecessary in which case, an LID may be a good choice for partial funding of streetscape
improvements. Http://www3.state.id.us/cgi‐bin/newidst?sctid=500170003A.K provides details about
LIDs in Idaho.
Revolving loan funds for economic diversity and development: Available through Sage Community
Resources, the regional economic development district, revolving loan funds are available to support the
start‐up or expansion of businesses that sustain and diversify local economies. Usually made in
conjunction with conventional lenders, these funds can be used to acquire land for commercial
development, rehabilitate or renovate usable, empty buildings for re‐use or for equipment.
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Development / impact fees: Impact fees, or development fees, are expenditures that developers are
required to make as a precondition to approval of their project. Impact fees are generally used to
finance roads, schools, affordable housing, transit systems and other projects and services in
municipalities. The City of Donnelly is currently reviewing its impact and development fee structure.
Business loan pool: A tool to attract new businesses and assist existing businesses that want to expand,
business loan pools provide low‐interest loans for business and property development. Private
foundations and banks are means to initiate these programs and local banks that participate are eligible
for Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) credits.
Façade and sign improvement program: This program would utilize municipal or other funding to
provide matching grants or loans to downtown property owners to make improvements to storefronts.
This program should include design guidelines in keeping with the historic character of the community.
In‐kind goods and services: Tangible goods such as lumber, pavers, benches or other items and services
such as landscaping design, excavation, project management, etc. can often be contributed directly by
area businesses or individuals. These contributed goods or services are called “in‐kind” contributions
and can often be utilized to match grant funds.
State, federal, foundation, and private grant opportunities: Several sources for grant funding for
downtown revitalization may be available from state and federal agencies, corporations and/or private
foundations. Below find a partial list of these grant programs. For a full list of available grant programs,
visit the Funding Information Center on the third floor of the Boise Public Library. This regional resource
allows researchers to access a national database of granting agencies searchable by keyword and
geographic area.
• Idaho Community Development Block Grant Program (ICDBG) – this program administered by
the Idaho Department of Commerce provides funding to cities and counties for infrastructure
improvements, housing for low income families, economic development and slum and blight
abatement. The latter category is the City of Donnelly’s most likely source for assistance to
compete downtown streetscape enhancements. Eligibility for ICDBG funding requires that 51%
or more of community households be designated as low‐and‐moderate income (LMI) by
Housing and Urban Development. Currently, Donnelly’s LMI percentage is 54%, but this may
change rapidly as new residential development is build and annexed into the city. Visit
www.idahoworks.com for more information.
• Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) – until recently, streetscape improvements like those
articulated in this plan were often funded by the Transportation Enhancement Grant program
through ITD. However, ITD has suspended that program indefinitely due to state budget
shortfalls. Should it be reinstated, it is likely that this Enhancement Grant program will undergo
significant changes and may be incorporated into ITD’s Mobility Program. If such a
reinstatement does occur, it will be important for the City of Donnelly to work to advocate
regionally for funding. Safe Routes to Schools, another granting program administered via ITD
can provide funding for infrastructure improvements that increase the safety of school children
as they travel to and from school. Since the Donnelly Elementary School is within the city core,
this grant program may be a viable opportunity and should be pursued in partnership with the
local school district and parent/teacher organization (see www.itd.idaho.gov).
• Local Highway Technical Assistance Council (LHTAC): LHTAC administers grant programs for rural
road improvements including the Local Rural Highway Investment Program that provides
funding for road paving, drainage structure replacement, signage upgrades, transportation
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planning, reconstructing roadways, and most other types of construction on any public road and
the Surface Transportation Program / Local Rural that provides support for road improvements
in communities less than 5,000 population. See www.lhtac.org for more information. The City
of Donnelly currently has a grant pending with LHTAC for funding assistance to pave several side
streets in downtown.
Idaho Department of Parks and Recreation: Grants are provided to acquire, development and
then preserve property for outdoor recreation.
Idaho Community Foundation – Shelton Foundation Advised Funds: Small grants are available
through this fund established by long time Valley County residents through the Idaho
Community Foundation for projects that benefit the Valley County area.

Idaho Power local franchise fees: A small percentage that can, by city ordinance, be collected from Idaho
Power customers within City limits and dedicated toward utility improvements. For example, the City of
McCall recently voted to increase the franchise fee from 1% to 3% and dedicated the money to
undergrounding utilities in the downtown area. 10

10

The Star News, “McCall council hikes Idaho Power fee to 3%,” issue date: January 15, 2009
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APPENDIX
TAB 1: CITIZEN PARTICIPATION
• Resolution No. 2008‐04 establishing the Donnelly Downtown Planning Team
• Example Planning Team meeting flier
• Donnelly Downtown newsletters (issues 1‐8)
• Newspaper article ‐ The Star News, “Mountain Makeover,” August 14, 2008.
• Donnelly community survey compiled results – 2007
• Business survey
• Business survey compiled results
• Consumer survey
• Consumer survey compiled results
• Letter to Donnelly water and sewer users
• Design options feedback form
• Design options feedback results
• Prioritizing the to‐do list worksheets
• Prioritizing the to‐do list results
• Downtown Revitalization Plan public hearing notice
TAB 2: SLUM & BLIGHT INVENTORY
• Compiled results – Excel spreadsheet
• Sample completed inventory form
• Selected photographs
TAB 3: STREETSCAPE REVIEW AND COST ESTIMATES
• Streetscape design option – “The City of Gardens”
• Streetscape design option – “Heart of the City”
• Streetscape design option – “Intriguing City”
• ITD correspondence in response to Main Street plan review
• Horrocks Engineers summary of concerns regarding ITD road improvement project
• Preliminary drainage design – Horrocks Engineers
• Phase I cost estimates with notations
• Solar system project proposal and cost estimates
TAB 4: PROFESSIONAL SERVICES PROCUREMENT
• RFP for streetscape planning
• Sage‐City of Donnelly contract
• Sage‐Planmakers contract
• Sage‐Horrocks contract
TAB 5: COMMUNITY AND AREA INFORMATION
• Community Profile, Idaho Department of Commerce
• Demographic Characteristics 2000, U.S. Census Bureau
• Valley County Profile, Idaho Department of Labor
Note: Larger copies of maps in this plan are available for easier review at the City of Donnelly.
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